34 BEST BARS & ROOFTOP RESTAURANTS IN NYC WITH VIEWS!

Looking for the best rooftop restaurants in NYC and rooftop bars with views for days? We’ve got you covered in this guide covering one of our favorite things to do in New York City – grabbing a drink or bite to eat surrounded by some of the best views in New York City.

**OPHELIA LOUNGE**
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Address: 3 Mitchell Place, Midtown East
This classy and swanky rooftop lounge in NYC can be found on the 26th floor of the Beekman Tower with a 360-degree greenhouse terrace that wraps around the building offering skyline and East River views. In fact, it's said that Frank Sinatra was a regular on this terrace, so when you're here you'll be sitting back enjoying the same views that Ol' Blue Eyes enjoyed.

Beyond their list of cocktails (some of the prettiest served of the different rooftop bars in NYC), they also offer a fantastic menu of shareable plates as well as mains like Ribeye if you're looking for something a little more substantial to platter for your table. Because of the greenhouse terrace, you can enjoy these majestic views year-round, in fact in the winter they have a gorgeous winter theme with whimsical icicle-style lights hanging above the bar.

This is an evening-only rooftop bar in NYC, opening at 5 PM daily, and in the earlier hours it's a great place to catch up over cocktails and later in the evening, the atmosphere changes a bit when the DJ starts playing music.

Reservation Info: You absolutely can make reservations on their website, but it's not necessary.